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Unresolved land conflicts cast doubt on company ‘No Deforestation’ commitments 
 
Two new reports from Forest Peoples Programme reveal unresolved social conflicts in the 
plantations of major Indonesian companies promising ‘No Deforestation’. One report details 
a flawed conflict resolution process for community lands grabbed for pulpwood plantations 
by the massive pulp and paper company Asia Pulp and Paper, in Sumatra. The second 
exposes serious shortcomings in the way Golden Agri Resources planned to expand its oil 
palm plantations over Dayak and Malay peoples’ lands in Kalimantan (Indonesian Borneo) in 
violation of the requirements of the Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil. GAR is one of the 
largest palm oil producers in Indonesia and a prominent RSPO member. Both companies are 
part of the Sinar Mas conglomerate based in Jakarta. 
 
Said Patrick Anderson, Policy Advisor of Forest Peoples Programme, who led the survey in 
Jambi Province, Sumatra 
 

Our field investigation shows how very disappointing APP’s pilot conflict resolution 
effort in Jambi is. The deal imposed on Senyerang Village is a tough one, and not in 
line with APP’s policy commitment. Instead of getting all their land back, which is what 
they want, the community only gets use rights to plant rubber on one eighth of it, will 
get nugatory payments for the company-grown Acacia on another three eighths and is 
expected to forfeit rights to the other half of its land.  
 

The report documents in detail the way Senyerang Village, whose lands were recognised as 
far back as Dutch colonial times, lost lands to APP’s subsidiary PT Wira Karya Sakti. 
Community protests at the land grab were initially met with violence by the company and 
State security forces. When APP adopted its new Forest Conservation Policy in 2013 it 
undertook to address past land conflicts in line with industry best practice. Senyerang Village 
was chosen as a pilot case by APP and its advisers, The Forest Trust, which has now been 
working to resolve the land dispute there since January 2013. 

 
Aidil Fitri of the Indonesian NGO, Wahana Bumi Hijau, observes 
 

There are several hundred communities in Sumatra whose lands and forests were taken 
over by APP without their consent so that the company could develop Acacia 
plantations. The conflict resolution process in Senyerang was meant to pilot how to 
resolve these conflicts, but the process and outcomes are unsatisfactory. If no 
fundamental changes are made in APP’s approach, we are worried that the company 
will not be able to address its legacy of past abuses. 
 

The second report took the form of a formal complaint to RSPO filed by Forest Peoples 
Programme, based on detailed field surveys of GAR’s palm oil subsidiary PT Kartika Prima 
Cipta in West Kalimantan, where GAR with the help of The Forest Trust was also piloting its 
new Forest Conservation Policy. FPP studies revealed that PT KPC had been taking over 



community lands without their consent, contrary to RSPO requirements. After GAR and TFT 
admitted mistakes had been made and began to address them, it became clear these problems 
were general in all GAR’s subsidiaries, as they all use the same unfair procedures to take 
over community lands and forests.  
 
Even though GAR had admitted shortcomings and was just starting to correct them, between 
April and July 2014 eighteen GAR palm oil subsidiaries, claiming rights to 274,000 hectares 
of land, filed ‘New Planting Procedure’ (NPP) requests with RSPO announcing their 
intention to further expand their plantations.1 However, in direct response to the complaint by 
Forest Peoples Programme, on 23rd October 2014, GAR issued a statement announcing it was 
withdrawing its NPP submissions and was ‘investigating the matter’.   
 
Mas Tomo, Executive Director of the Pontianak-based NGO, LinkAR Borneo, notes 
 

GAR has a long way to go resolving the land conflicts which are widespread in its 
operations in both West and Central Kalimantan. Too often we find that promises to 
find solutions are not followed up by effective action. ‘No Deforestation’ promises have 
to be matched with ‘No Exploitation’ practices. 

 
Marcus Colchester, FPP’s Senior Policy Advisor, concludes 
 

While we welcome the adoption of this ‘Forest Conservation Policy’ by Asia Pulp and 
Paper and Golden Agri Resources, and are pleased GAR has just pulled its New 
Planting proposals, we judge the companies by what we observe on the ground not by 
what they say on paper. Our field investigations reveal serious social problems and 
violations of policy commitments by GAR and APP subsidiaries. These companies need 
to do much more to rectify past malpractices before we can say they are ‘sustainable’. 

 
Links: 
WKS study: http://www.forestpeoples.org/topics/palm-oil-rspo/publication/2014/lessons-
learned-conflict-negotiations-and-agreement-between-se 
 FPP study of KPC: http://www.forestpeoples.org/topics/palm-oil-
rspo/publication/2014/independent-review-social-impacts-golden-agri-resources-forest  
FPP update on PT KPC: 
http://www.forestpeoples.org/sites/fpp/files/news/2014/02/FPP%20and%20TUK%20letter%2
0to%20GAR%206%20March%202014.pdf  
FPP complaint to RSPO: 
http://www.forestpeoples.org/sites/fpp/files/news/2014/10/Final%20text%20FPP%20complai
nt%20on%20GAR%20to%20RSPO%20Oct%202014.pdf 
GAR response to FPP:  
http://www.goldenagri.com.sg/pdfs/News%20Releases/2014/141023_Response_to_Complai
nt_from_FPP.pdf  
 
Contacts 
Marcus Colchester, FPP, marcus@forestpeoples.org +447952943481 
Patrick Anderson, FPP, patrick@forestpeoples.org  +6281219650850 
                                                           
1 Under the RSPO standard, member companies planning to expand their operations must public announce their 
intentions on RSPO’s website and must post summaries of their participatory social and environmental impact 
assessments and High Conservation Value assessments and of the first stages of their efforts to secure 
communities’ Free, Prior and Informed Consent to the acquisition of their lands. These summaries must also 
have been audited and signed off by RSPO accredited assessors. 
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Aidil Fitri, Director, WBH, aidilplg@gmail.com +62812 711 0385 
Hary Oktavian, Director, Scale Up, arrybule@yahoo.com +62812 752 5289 
Rudiansyah, Coordinator Campaigns and Advocacy, Walhi Jambi, rudi.jambi@gmail.com  
+62813 6669 9091 
Mas Tomo, LinkAR Borneo, +62 813-4541-2768.  
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